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Why narratives?

Key messages:
•
•
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There are many reasons that narratives
are effective at engaging hearts and
minds, and helping to shift behaviours
And, there are many ways that stories
can be used, and misused

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie in her TED talk ‘The
danger of a single story’:
Stories matter. Many stories matter. Stories have
been used to dispossess and to malign, but stories
can also be used to empower and to humanize.
Stories can break the dignity of a people, but
stories can also repair that broken dignity …
The single story creates stereotype and the problem
with stereotype is not that they are untrue but that
they are incomplete, they make one story become
the only story.

•

In our work, it’s about
• Explaining science of complex systems,
sense-making
• Shaping our science - mental models and
narratives are key levers for system change
• Must be transparent, evidence-based where
appropriate, ethical, custodianship respected
• Danger in only providing space for existing
dominant narratives (or people or
organisations who hold the power and can
disproportionately influence the narrative)

From
Vulnerability to
Resilience – a
systems
narrative

What do you value? What do you stand to lose?
New Years Eve
2018, in the
place where you
live

Hold that
thought…

Hold that
thought…
New Years 2020, SE
Australia

In the midst of the
COVID-19
pandemic
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Hold that
thought…

Image ABC Tom Maddocks

7.30 am New Years Day 2020
Same place: Bermagui
looking back towards
Cobargo

Values are in tension

Values prioritised in decisionmaking during ‘normal times’
create systems that may not
serve the values that matter to
us most in times of catastrophe
Australian Government, Department of Home Affairs. 2018. Profiling Australia’s
Vulnerability: the interconnected causes and cascading effects of systemic disaster risk.
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/profiling-australias-vulnerability/

Values Rules and Knowledge

Gorddard et al 2016 Values, rules and knowledge: Adaptation as change in the decision context. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1462901115301210

Distilling typical systems patterns
Causes
Why?

Raw
data
(>80)

Change the
value set on
loss. Change to
‘adapt’

Where is the
motivation for
more systematic
approaches?

Discount rates don’t
factor in
systemic/social costs

change

Focus on liability
rather than
vulnerability

Localised vulnerability
education/awareness

Decision-making
influenced by special
interests e.g. developers

phase

Risk transfer as an
easy solution
Legacy
decision
processes
themselves

Accidental perverse
incentives
No data standards
(or insufficient
ones)
Coordinated and
relevant
research
framework

Strong legislative
imperative for
DM cooperation

Existing evidence
focussed on hazard
(not risk or
vulnerability)

Lacking people as
part of a ‘system’
view that needs to
interoperate

Degree to which risk is
transferred from
developers to residents
+ residents bear most
risk
- Residents bear
minimal risk

Poor
interoperability
Lack of
evidencebased policies

Compatible
systems
Open
data

Legacy built
environment
(actual
buildings etc)

Vulnerability
map
Poor land-use
planning

displaced

Enforce
design
standards

Failure to
describe
consequence
‘why are we
here today’

Diversify
supply of
elec., water,
comms

Raw - Level and quality of supply [water]

The way we
think about risk
and prioritise

Helplessness
& fatigue

Silos in
addressing
vulnerability

Amplifying

Lack of
investment in
mitigation

Degree to
which decision
processes
‘societal/syste
m’ solve issues
in long-term

Federal, state &
local co-design for
EM – formal sharing
policy

to bail out

C - decreasing (budget
constraints, incr costs,
outsourcing)
Model of funding
C - Political decisions &
priorities - differential effect
on geographic areas and
socio-economic grps.
Challenge of prioritising
resources in decision
making

Special levies
– fundraising
Parochial ‘Tribalism’ to
protect local interests not
national

Federal,
state & local
co-design
for EM

Level of economic
efficiency

Reliance on digital comms
C- increasing

Reliance on electricity
(hospitals, homes)

Level of medical
stocks/supplies

Differential impacts due to location
C – already stratified socioeconomic &
location. Disaster would redistribute

C- only just enough – shelf life
& cost → minimal stored

Susceptibility to disruption
of information
C- high due to terror/cyber
attack or internal sabotage

Physical distance & transport
infrastructure
- Big distances the country and
varied physical location of
types of health facilities

Capacity to do
rapid needs

Power failure

We believe we
can control stuff

Debris

Reliance on remote medical
expertise (eg tele-doctors
C – increasing city and country

Level of demand
for health services
C- can meet most
demand (relative to
other countries)
but emergency
times high, bed
wait times &
stressed
overwhelmed
doctors/nurses

assessment
Level of medical
supplies & stores
How quickly from
other jurisdictions?
Capacity to provide formal
medical care
C- hospitals and care services
already stretched

[water]

Super connection
highway
• Vulnerability
• Fragility / Brittle
• No redundancy

Land-use planning
• Location of dams
and roads
• residential

‘Tall poppy’ – don’t
value great ideas
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Level of national &
international

Increase in
transport

Other infrastructure
compromised :
pollutants,
contamination

Land use planning –
coastal erosion

Standard of living –
high (if compromised
– sue)

• Funding for science

Not enough Community
Engagement &
Knowledge Sharing

Effect of privatisation on
critical infrastructure &
support
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Emergency
Management (EM) &
Response

Level of Capacity
People missed
in alert system
of

Emergency
space
intelligence
(extent of
disaster)

comms systems
between ES

Not enough large
response exercises

3

Level of
technical
expertise not
held in EM

Communities not
as ready as they

2

could be
Too
expensive

V

Level of political or
community support
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Community not
ready for a
conversation about
vulnerability

Social unrest

Allocation of
Resources less
efficient

Level of
interoperability
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Challenge of having honest
conversation about EM
limitations

Australians
culturally don’t
accept
inevitability of
loss

Flying in
water $$$

Expectations
• Water supply
• Dam release not impacting
• Confusion, water storage v’s
mitigation
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V
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mobilisation
planning

system
disruption

Families
separated

Missing
persons

Valuing local
conservation and
innovative ideas
• Preserve – desalinate
water

Policy & legal frameworks
underpin expectations & roles
& responsibilities

Uncertainty
of legislation
that can be
enacted in
catastrophe

C3* needs to be
enhanced - between
local, state & Federal
govt during disaster

Impact of
fast
decisions on
state
disaster
legislation
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Environmental impacts
Political context
Short term planning

Pharmacies power, access
to central database –
otherwise can’t keep
supplies, cant dispense.

instance
Death

Demand for water

Level of digital operation of all
hospital/medical operations
C- highly centralized, all whole state
records, prescribing, pathology/x-ray,
all hospital functions

military assistance
in catastrophic

Declining health

Level and quality
of supply

Effect

Effect of
leadership
on
community
expectation

Federal-level
plans not clear
to state & below

Level of readiness
for Indonesian

Primary
producers $

Bacteria
declining water
quality

Complacency – need to
include dams in EM

Level of mortality
C – generally low but high
mortality after disaster: high

Future (5+ yrs)
impacts to food
supply chain &
primary industry

Drowning
livestock

Dam failure

impacts wrt proximity

Access to & quality
of health services
C- inequitable access
due to
socioeconomic
status, geography.
However, access is
good compared to
other countries.

Access to patient
records & history
C- high utility when
system works but
susceptible to
disruption

Reliance on food & water
supply

Reliance on waste
management infrastructure

Level of injury
C – low. Disaster – v
high

Cause

Declining
maintenance for
water
infrastructure
(outsourcing ->
zero accountability

Funding
Describe impacts but
then what can be done

Risk transfer #2 eg people
who purchase in cheap
areas (floodplains) can’t
afford insurance/to rebuild
so risk further transfers to
govt

Amplifying

Building standards
insufficient to address
hazards

Dampening

Avoid reviews as they
feed into blame game
– talk about the
system

Stories about
heroes &
vulnerability
overwhelm
stories of the
system

Psycho-social
consequences for
residents

Buy back – get
people out

Increased
depreciation

This is
what
makes it a
disaster

leadership &
self-reliance

(esp in rural
areas)

stories but not
about the
system

Communication
about
legacy/current
decisions

Being stuck in
reactive
Unwilling to ‘give up’ on
previous investments –
doesn’t make sense to
change

Lack of cooperation
between agencies
& govt

Lack of research
on hazard & risk

Stories about
local

failing us

Many stories –
dramatic

Amplifying

Case
studies

Cost of change –
can’t afford to
Legal
framework

Market-based
approach

Effects

Stories about
the system

Dampening

Amplifying
Fail to
describe
consequence

Lack of
accountability
(or fear of,
avoidance of)

Legacy
Infrastructure (built,
environment ) &
decision processes

People don’t really
understand their
own vulnerability

Developers
incentivised to cost
in risk

Limitations of
leadership

Decisions made
e.g. building in flood
plain

Criterion for
developers to
be honest about
hazard risk

Info presented as
info not as
stimulating
positive emotions
– what we can all
do

Direct information
provided doesn’t
seem to change
behaviour

Hard to tell
complex stories

Open
data

Loss - we don’t
want to talk
about it

for EM
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Level of planning with
privately owned critical
infrastructure

Level of home care
services

Supermarkets only
hold 1-2 days food
supply

Siloed Agencies
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V

Lack of
knowledge of
critical
Stakeholders
Supply chains
broken (critical
infrastructure
impacted)
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Not enough time /
resources to
comprehend
problem

1

Many towns
singular critical
road / rail links

Effectiveness of health service
planning
C – ok but struggling (short-term
horizons, budget, demand, political
priorities

Health key themes – Theme 1 Level of digital operation of all health services

Level of recognition and
planning across all
levels and sectors for a
major event

Typical
systems
patterns (15)

Distance from
Perth

SLIDE 4a
Desire to be part of
the local community

Trends that enable
connection with
diverse or distributed
communities
Commonality of
interests and
experiences that
catalyse unity
Learning from
past
experiences **
Accountability
of leaders

Commitment to
place based
community,
shared purpose,
understanding,
trust

Collective
preparedness (vs
expectation of
receiving outside
help)

Trusted local
leaders
Leaders
supported

Desire to
improve the
community

Ability of
community to
self organise
to effectively
respond to
novel events
(collective
action > sum
of parts)

Community
has access to
relevant
knowledge
and
experience

Quality of
response and
reconstruction

Community
responds
after a
disaster

Community
unified

Leaders step
up and
supported

Size of
customer
base

Level of
improvement in
reconstruction

Loss and
suffering
Normalcy
established
Community
learns about
responding to
and recovering
from disaster

Neutral Narrative: Community connectedness and response to disasters
Before disasters, there are multiple factors that drive and weaken the unity of local communities. Strong local communities with
trusted leaders are more able to self organise to respond to disasters ways that continue to unite the community, gets the
community functioning sooner, leads to faster and better rebuilding, creates knowledge about how to plan for and respond to
future disasters, and increases self-reliance. This reduces loss and suffering in the immediate (post disaster), medium (during
recovery) and long (after next disaster) term. Connection to multiple ‘special interest’ communities, enabled by
communications and travel, may greatly improve life before disasters, but does not build the capacity for local collective
preparation and responses to disasters.

Extent of
government
support for
private
sector
priorities vs
community
interests

Extent of
community
acceptance
of lower
standards

Extent to which
businesses
prioritise
economics of
supply
- just in time,
- hub and spoke
distribution
over maintaining a
customer base.

Politicisation of
infrastructure
decisions

Level of
redundancy
of supply
routes and
sources to a
settlement

Variance in level
and quality of
supply to /from
a settlement or
region

Level of
Interdependency
between local
sectors

Level of
community
reliance on
government
Viability of
local /
regional
industry eg
- Grain belt
- NW shelf
Viability of
local
community

Type of
media
support

Frequency of
government

intervention,
which
doesn’t
always satisfy
the
community
Level of
impact on
National
economy

Quality of
relationships and
level of mutual
trust with regional
neighbours – cooperative foreign
policy

Neutral Narrative: The level of redundancy in goods and services supply routes and sources for a settlement affects the level
and quality of supply to a settlement and the interdependency between sectors locally. This applies across road, rail, air and
pipeline supply routes to regional towns, communities and to Perth. The extent of variation in supply affects the expectations of Trend/pressure/in
communities about supply standards, their reliance on government to address supply interruptions and, ultimately, industry and centives for
• Profit
community viability and the national economy. The level of redundancy is driven by economics of supply, politicisation of
maximising
infrastructure decisions and the level of recognition and planning for a major event.

• Smaller role for
govt
• Deregulation
• Economic
efficiency
Level of inequality,
racism, misogyny
etc in community
Level of peace
(regional and
domestic)
and law and order
in Australia

Timeframe for
planning (shortlong-term)

vs

Model of risk
liability and risk
transfer between
business, 3 levels
government and
individuals
Level of clear
formal agreement
and ownership of
responsibility and
cost-bearing bn
state agencies and
private sector
Level of sharing of
risk knowledge
(specifically on
hazard, and
vulnerability)
between business
(often inconfidence),
government and
public
Cost of planning
and implementing
risk mitigation and
recovery, and WHO
PAYS

Efficiency and
configuration of
supply chains bn
city and remote
areas

Level of dependence,
and single ‘just in time’
supply lines explored
for various groups:
• Food supply
• Energy
• Mining
• Water
• Housing
• Medical/health
• Insurance
• Vulnerable groups
• Emergency
response
Level of
reliance of
state on a
central
city

Level of
confusion/clarity
and ownership wrt
responsibility for
decisions, actions
and costbearing
especially insurance

Nature and
efficacy of
publicprivate
partnership

Health of
economy at
local to
international
levels
Level
knowledge and
situational
awareness

Level of recognition
and safety net for
vulnerable groups,
Level of equity of
relief and support

Level of agency (ie access
to knowledge, resources;
confidence and authority
to act)
Level of self-reliance
(individual, urban and
remote communities,
vulnerable groups,
organisations, business,
governments)

Level of loss of access to
essential needs (food,
water, shelter, health,
safety, critical
infrastructure)
Level of mutual trust
and accountability
Level of investment
and long term business
health and economic
viability

Level adequate
governance and
leadership
Level of law and order,
social conflict,
presence of armed
soldiers and citizens
Types and costs of
recovery, and fit-forpurposeness of rebuild

Narrative (before catastrophic scenario)
Given the complexity of financial, material and social co-dependencies across sectors and geographic locations, the capacity to
retain sufficient services for communities to function and survive depends on:
• levels of redundancy (including awareness of single points of failure and provision of alternatives)
• community resilience to periods of loss of central services
• experience and in coordinating complex co-dependencies and capacity to innovate so that labour and material requirements are
available to restore services when lost.
Ultimately these qualities depend on whether such attributes are recognised and valued in periods of ‘peace time’ expenditure
and decision making. Communities that experience disruptions more frequently have more lived experience and incentives to
secure alternative means to procure essentials, which builds desirable flexibility, adaptability and resilience.

Impacts and flow-on
effects on economy
(local, state, national,
international)

Typical system patterns

Provisioning
systems

Source: O’Connell et al (2018). Approach, methods and results for co-producing a systems understanding of disaster.
Technical Report Supporting the Development of the Australian Vulnerability Profile. CSIRO, Australia.
https://knowledge.aidr.org.au/resources/profiling-australias-vulnerability/

Behaviours, social
capacities and social
processes

Reframing triple bottom line to show critical system dependencies
– environment, society, economy (in that order!)

Tone Bjordam's installation at the Resilience 2017 conference in Stockholm
http://www.tonebjordam.com/

Source: O’Connell et al (2020). Disaster-resilient and adaptive to
change – narratives to support co-ordinated practice and collective
action in Queensland. CSIRO, Australia.

A systems narrative – reinforcing feedbacks amplify vulnerability

Source: O’Connell et al (2020). Disaster-resilient and adaptive to change – narratives to support co-ordinated
practice and collective action in Queensland. CSIRO, Australia.

Goal of functioning economies,
connected communities, healthy
natural assets that are disaster
resilient and adaptive to change

Reconfigure VRK
and system patterns

Value tension shift

Doing things differently

Post-disaster
recovery is a w indow
of opportunity

Creating a new system that is
disaster resilient and adaptive
to change

Doing Things Differently

Can choose to
adapt before
disaster
happens

Catalysing co-ordinated
practice and collective action
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The future we
choose, and
pathways to
reach it

Come and explore Mt
Resilience…
Go to
Phone: https://www.mtresilience.com
desktop: https://www.mtresilience.com/?desktop and explore for
yourself the augmented reality
https://www.abc.net.au/news/about/backstory/2020-11-19/the-making-of-mt-resilience-ar-project/

https://www.mtresilience.com/?desktop

But here’s where we are
right now…

O’Connell et al (2020). Disaster-resilient and adaptive to change –
narratives to support co-ordinated practice and collective action in
Queensland. CSIRO, Australia.

…and a future which is adaptive to change,
resilient to disaster

Capacity
to cope
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But where and how to start?
Investment cases do not
demonstrate value
creation or catalyse
funding or financing

Prevailing assessments
unfit for considering
resilience and adaptation

Gaps in data and
knowledge

Misalignment of
objectives and incentives
for managing climate and
disaster risk

Currently on maladaptive
pathways and need to
return to ‘adaptive space’

Enabling Resilience Investment

Capacity
to cope

Where are the ‘things of value’ at risk of damage
under climate change (and why)?
What does a successfully adapted future look like?

Decision makers need competencies and capabilities
(data, methodologies, tools, governance) to better
understand :

What are the transition pathways and how can
investment contribute to the transition to a new
future?
• Where are the opportunities to create value
through investments in DRR and climate resilience?
• How can public and private sector actors
invest in DRR that optimises funds utilisation?

Thanks for your time
For more information, please contact
Dr Deborah O’Connell, CSIRO Deborah.Oconnell@csiro.au
Dr Russell Wise, CSIRO Russell.Wise@csiro.au

